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The attached in response to your request for noteø * what

a New Ccnnunitiea project might involve. I am not sure that it

says very much but it does cove the things which occur to me as

being most basic and in 8axe way controllable.
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There are set forth below some suggestions as to quslities or
characteristics that are or may be important to a major new ccmmunity
development. No effort has been made to include in the list things which
are essentially matters of economic trends, geography or good fortune.
The best of skills and planning, for example, will hardly ccnpenaate for
an =favorable location or have much effect on interest rates in a tight
money market that are impartially hit to all borrowers. The focus of the
list has therefore been at matters that are more amenable to control,
either on a program basis with respect to new emmmities generally or
with respect to individual projects.

1. Commitment. I! a new camnunity is to be privately developed,
the developer or sponsor should expect in some way or another to make
money--probably a good dl of money. It is possible, however, for a new
ccnuurdty to succeed as a Irscney raking venture without succeeding as a
ccanunity. For the latter, there is needed a certain concern for

t"11prproduct--here far caivcmience labeiied "ccnnitnent". This probably	 sts
when the person or otnization itwolved see thcrmelve, their reputation

II	 anflS2r corporate norale ext personal self-respect associated
vfttëth3TTçt&iaes profit, that the project produces. They need
-net tee	 tVèribe to all the goals that the idea of "public" pur-
poses may suggest; they may be quite skeptical of the usefulness of new
co=mities as a mechanism for solving, or much affecting, the equal oppor-
tunity problem, the health and iIiysical fitness problem, the automobile
problem or the poverty problem. But if the fashion of the times, the
Government as patron, or the public relations dexmrtnent requires that
attention be paid to such things, their interest should be to rake the
best of it, not grudgingly, but in a way that will reflect credit on their
skills, lnaginaticn and resourcefulness.

On analysis, perhaps all of this canes down to little more than a
sense of craitsnnnabip. As such, it may be the quality of an Individual
or organization, the difference being that it may be less perishable when
ingrained into a bureaucracy. But wherever found, it would certainly
seem, a basic, if also elusive, quality needed for a successful new can-
amity project.

2. Fimneing	 While it would )robabl,y be desirable, from the stand-
point of +1e Government, that a developer have and be able and ready to
commit to a project substantial fundsfiu4. shove those to be bcM, it
is-rnt-tnrarpeëtbflMt this will very often, If ever, happen.
Th!flS*sit'1thncial status of the developer or sponsor In yro'Mbiy
less isçortant in terms of what sttjort it otters to the project than in
tbna tttat it sat as to the business acumen of those responsible.
Assttj this latter it reasonably in evidence, financing characteristics
that are relevant to be a successful project probably include the fall owing:
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a. Access to the relevant rnonakete. The developer, or
someone associated with the developer in the project,ns be able to rakerake

Sx own way with the financial insti	 wsat "411 rovië'&antnge
the private icon funds. This fnciiiles, it should be notea, ñbt onij tEe
1TÜM that win support the land development work but also private
lcm funds needed for building within the canmity. Even a developer that
Menas to doThone of iti a flURd33% &5 nxelyta have some concern on
this point; either it will seek to secure one a more large builders who
will have the needed access and be able to secure commitments, or it my
have to be able to handle at least a good dl of the financing on its on.
A developer counting on the sale of a lot of finished lots to builders on
a "cane and take it" basis simply cannot a	 &to.getcatin a situation

Jwbere
vny of his custaners are baying financing difficulties.

b. Grant financing of facilities This i be, at least in
particular cases, more important than a Government guarantee a government
insurance in tnking a project both feasible and successful. This is so
because it not only has an effect canparable to the guarantee a insurance
inyeducing costs but because it also has a very considerable and readily

Sicing the vhole 1ih&!i't1i1E7 less painful to the
arm end the residents - perhaps more attractive to some of those who may

V~""ttra~qd
(such as inlustrial and major camercial firms]. Added

to this, of c&~&oe, is the leverage resulting to the Government as grantor,~eto the extent a project's "public" purposes involve more in the way of
casts, time and trouble than are readily offset by the favorable (arid per-
haps speculative) effect of the guarantee. This is not to say that 3.00
percent financing of all public facilities is necessary. But something
appreciably above what is ar'n'-i1y available a likely to be available
would seem crucial.

3. Real estate and building or construction skins This includes
the ability to negotiate land acWsiionan informed and advantageous
basis, caacitfl atrwaftnt marries attraaiveness vttTöffl-.....
ability, and the skills needed to engineer end manage a fairly large and
complex "ccmstnzction" undertaking (whether or not the developer it also
a builder; if be is both, of cane, the burden and significance of this
last beccines considerably grater). Probably, none of these waald require
very much discussion, except for the possible confusion that say result
from repeated statements that a now community is more than a large sub-
division. For the skins cited are specifically those that are perhaps
most likely to be characteristic of the builder producing large sub-
divisions--who acquires land ahead, who plans so as to 'offset" the locational
advantages of snail builders dealing in closer in, -11 tracts, and who
practices snob advantages as are to be gained in the conatrwticc industry
from advanced engineering and nanaganent techniques. An a'ganization
developing a new carunity needs these skins. It nay have to be more than
a '=ere" builder; but it bad better be a builder and more not just sane-
thing different.
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1*. "Political akin! "Political." here is used to connote a bigber
end perhaps somewhat special negotiating and bargaining skill, a skill
which includes the capacity to operate successfully in the public arena
as well as behind closed doors. For a new ca amity 3rVUflrVcfl be	

short tine--say four or five years--the need for
this kind of talent ray not be vex' much greater than in the case of a
large subdivision. In both cases, there are going to be similar problasa
to be worked out with local authorities concerning plans and planning,
schools, utilities, taxes or assessments and the like; the fact that a
project might also include substantial camnercial and industrial components
in this respect ay make the going easier. The real difference--and per-
Imps a pretty important difference--arises when the project period is
extended, and the developer is in effect required to ride out not only the

i.al	 grt of	 onj when
a way a acendate his I tere ts tsitIse of an

	

a&ing3j diverse group
when 13e mütAcal dUIS ltotitical
changed substantially from what it was

originally. And all of this be must do from a wzer base which is likely
to became incrmi ngly insecure as time goes on; he is apt to look much
bigger and more Indispensible in the beginning than tog years later,as-sumingthat the roect develops on the scale contc.trDlated.


